
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Assessment – the process of evaluating learning and development in relation to particular practices and programs – is an 
essential component of early childhood care and educational settings. Traditionally, assessment in early years contexts has 
served many purposes, such as record keeping, identifying children’s needs, individualizing instruction, evaluating program 
or pedagogical efficacy, and collaborative planning [1,2,3]. 
 
There are various ways to conceptualize/categorize assessment practices based on their orientation towards teaching and 
learning. Summative assessment occurs when student learning and development is evaluated against a benchmark or 
standard at the end of a designated period of instruction. Summative assessments are often formal, such as standardized 
tests or checklists/rating scales that focus on more measurable or predictable skill development. 

 
It has been argued, however, that assessment has the most utility when it is formative – that is, when it comprises a process 
wherein interpretations of children’s learning are used to make practical and meaningful decisions about curriculum and 
pedagogy on an on-going basis [3, 4]. Formative assessments are often conducted via informal methods, such as 
observations and narratives, work samples/portfolios, and teacher-child conferences or conversations. The purpose of 
informal methods is to document and extend learning and teaching around less quantifiable areas of growth, such as 
relationships and dispositions [1,3]. As formative methods rely on the reciprocal nature of teaching and learning to inform 
classroom practices in an on-going manner, these might be termed assessments for learning, in contrast to more summative 
assessments of learning [3]. 
 
Because of children’s development during their early years and the educational context in which early learning takes place 
are both highly complex, assessment practices are most meaningful when they are chosen intentionally. Early years settings 
may use a combination of summative, formative, formal, and informal measures to document children’s learning, inform 
teacher practices, and make programmatic decisions; how and why particular assessments are incorporated into an early 
years program are dependent upon a range of factors, from the time allotted for teachers to engage in assessment practices 
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each day to the overarching philosophical orientation of the program [5,6,7]. As such, the following should be considered 
when selecting assessment protocols [3,7]: 

 
Does it afford a complex image of young children’s learning, with sufficiently broad goals for learning?  
Does it inform all educational stakeholders about children’s learning (i.e., teachers, families, and children)?  
Does it offer a model of shared agency between the assessor and the assessed? 
Is it open-ended enough to be meaningful for all learners, including those with differences in language, cultural 
background, and ability? 
Is it manageable for practitioners, given the constraints of time, knowledge, and professional support? 
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For beginners: 

 
Look at the examples of Learning Stories included in this module. Then, watch and analyze the vignettes about one school’s 
use of Learning Stories as a narrative, dispositional assessment. For each clip, apply what you’ve learned in order to answer 
the following questions: 

 
1.) In what ways does a narrative, dispositional assessment like Learning Stories afford a complex image of children’s 

learning? 
 

2.) How do Learning Stories influence the learning of several stakeholders (e.g., teachers, children, and families)?  
 

3.) How is agency shared between assessor and assessed within Learning Stories? 

 
For advanced practitioners: 

 
4.) What are the potential limitations of narrative, dispositional assessment and how might you address these in your 

own context? 
 

5.) How might a narrative, dispositional assessment align or conflict with the philosophy and values of your educational 
program? 

 
 
 
 

*a guide to the video clips is included on the reverse of this document. 
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Video Title Discussion Notes (Main ideas from each video) 

Learning Stories: 
From an IB Coordinator 

Because learning stories are a dispositional assessment, this method can make visible 
learning, such as the dispositions described in the Learner Profile Attributes, that is 
complex and can be difficult to quantify. In each learning event assessed, multiple 
Learner Profile Attributes may come into focus, providing a rich picture of children’s 
learning. Learning stories provide a “credit for” approach to assessment – they focus on 
areas of strength for each child. 

 
Because of the visual and narrative format, children have access in ways that they may 
not for more traditional assessment. As such, children are informed about the learning 
event of interest and can provide feedback to their teacher. As child, teacher, and family 
are informed and have the opportunity to reflect upon the learning event of interest, 
each of these perspectives can be considered in curriculum and pedagogy that follows. 
 

Learning Stories: 
From a veteran teacher 

Learning Stories are an assessment format that “puts learning into children’s words” – 
that it, it helps adults consider what is meaningful about a learning event from the 
children’s perspective. 
 
During this assessment process, children and teachers exchange information and ideas, 
which requires teachers to listen actively to what children have to say about their own 
learning. 

 
Because this teacher uses Learning Stories as an opportunity to spend time with 
children individually, the assessment process helps her to build deeper relationships 
with children. 
 

Learning Stories: 
From a novice teacher 

This teacher understands Learning Stories as a way to give both children and their 
families the power to influence curriculum. Because Learning Stories utilize input from 
teachers, children, and their families, they rely on a reciprocal/cyclical nature of teaching 
and learning. 

 
Because Learning Stories bring children’s stories/words/photos back to children for 
examination and feedback, this makes children’s own learning visible and shows them 
that their ideas and actions are an important part of school. 
 

Learning Stories: 
From a parent 

From this parent’s perspective, Learning Stories offer insight into more complex learning 
and development than could be measured by a more formal assessment, like a 
developmental checklist. In particular, this parent appreciates how her child’s social 
relationships with other children can be made visible through a dispositional assessment 
and how this format gives her insight into and the opportunity to give feedback on her 
child’s everyday life at school. 
 

https://vimeo.com/287994064
https://vimeo.com/287994064
https://vimeo.com/287996158
https://vimeo.com/287996158
https://vimeo.com/287994388
https://vimeo.com/287994388
https://vimeo.com/287995349
https://vimeo.com/287995349


 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Recommended reading on Narrative, Dispositional Assessment for Young Children 

 
Books 
 
Learning Stories: Constructing Learner Identities in Early Education (2012) Authors: Margaret Carr and Wendy Lee 
Sage Publishing 
ISBN-13: 9780857020932 
 
Assessment in Early Childhood Settings: Learning Stories (2001) 
Author: Margaret Carr Sage Publishing 
ISBN-13: 9780761967941 

 
Spotlight on Young Children and Assessment (2004) Author: Derry Koralek 
National Association for the Education of Young Children ISBN-10: 1928896170 
ISBN-13: 978-1928896173 
 
Ways of Assessing Children and Curriculum: Stories of Early Childhood Practice (1992) Author: Celia Genishi 
Teachers College Press ISBN-13: 978-0807731857 
ISBN-10: 0807731854 
 
Assessing and Guiding Young Children’s Development and Learning, 6th ed. (2015) Oralie McAfee, Deborah J. Leong 
and Elena Bedrova 
Pearson 
ISBN-13: 978-0133802764 
ISBN-10: 0133802760 
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Articles 
 
Using ‘Learning Stories’ to strengthen teachers’ relationships with children (2010) Author: Margie Carter 
Journal: Child Care Exchange 

 
Tracking the development of learning dispositions (2002) 
Authors: Margaret Carr and Guy Claxton 
Journal: Assessment in Education: Principles, Policy & Practice 
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